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Abstract

Various strategies are classically used to monitor land deformation of risky environments. In order

to setup a functional monitoring system several constraints must be taken into account: real time remote

data availability (in crisis time, the site might be completely inaccessible), the set-up and start-up time

of the monitoring system must be as short as possible and failure probability must be minimized to

avoid human intervention.

We present a real-time, GPS-based land deformation monitoring technique for harsh and risky

environments through a concrete use case: an experimentation conducted on 12 July 2016 in the south-

eastern flank of mount Etna where a team from IGN2, ENS1, INGV3 and Kylia4 deployed a real-time

near-field subnetwork complementary to the INGV permanent stations. All the adopted methods are

presented, from the installation procedure to the data collection, processing and results analysis. This

technique is based on a densified network of Geocubes, a small, autonomous, low-cost and networked

GPS sensors that allow millimetric deformations monitoring using L1C only. We combined the results

obtained from this system with the results obtained from the StaMPS method using the Sentinel-1A/B

radar images. We show the benefits of combining those two techniques for volcanoes deformation

monitoring. This paper aims to make the geoscientist community benefit from this experience and show
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the performances of such systems in harsh environments. Processed and raw data are sent in real time

to a distant server for further analysis or post-processing and made available to the public.

I. INTRODUCTION

Located on the east cost of Sicily, mount Etna is one of the most active volcanoes in the

world. It is heavily studied and monitored since 1979. At First using EDMs (Electronic Distance

Meters), a trilateration technique that was combined with other precise topographic techniques.

Since 1988, EDMs were gradually forsaken for GPS receivers. The use of GPS for deformation

measurements allows more flexibility in network designing (no inter-visibility needed between

benchmarks), and the wide choice of positionning algorithms (static, kinematic, ...) allows a large

choice of use cases (profiling, high accuracy positionning, ground deformation measurement, ...).

From June 1994 to June 2013, GPS surveys were routinely carried out during yearly compaigns

(daily or weekly compaigns were also carried out during high volcanic activity periods). GPS

receivers used in surveying are mainly dual frequency commercial grade series [1].

The decreasing manufacturing cost and the ultra low power consumption of the last generation

of L1C GPS chips and ISM radio chips led IGN to think about a new efficient low cost sensor

designed especially for real-time land deformation measurement[2]. An integrated sensors that

simplify the field work, and offers a real time data delivery and processing interface for surveyors.

And that is the idea behind the Geocube.

In July 2016 a team of researchers from IGN, ENS, INGV and the KYLIA company conducted

an experimentation on the south-eastern flank of mount Etna to set-up an experimental real-time

monitoring system which consists in four Geocubes and a coordinator. The Geocube system was

already tested in previous experimentations including Antarctica [3] and Super-Sauze land slide

in France [4] in small networks (over 600m2).

The goals of this survey could be summerized as follow:

• Validate, through a real experiment, that we can build a low cost, quickly deployable, real-

time, turn-key, autonomous, GPS-based deformation monitoring system, with a millimetric

accuracy and suitable for harsh and risky environments, where the time spent on the field

has to be minimized as much as possible.

• Study the contribution of such dense low-cost GPS network to the study of volcanism.

• Densify the GNSS benchmarks network on mount Etna: the coordinates of the new points

are published in this article. Those new points could be used in future deployments.
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• Deploy a wireless low-cost GPS monitoring network complementary and interoperable

with the existing permanent GNSS network on mount Etna, and study its contribution

to deformation monitoring.

• Combine the results obtained from this system with the results obtained from the StaMPS

method using the Sentinel-1A/B radar images. We show the benefits of combining those

tow techniques for volcanoes deformation monitoring.

Fig. 1. The Geocube network situation and the nearest permanent INGV GNSS stations.

II. METHODS

A. Hardware and installation

The Geocube is a millimetric-precision, single-frequency low-cost GPS-based sensor dedicated

to land deformation monitoring. Using a mesh network, the Geocubes communicate with each

others through an ISM (Industrial, Scientific and Medical) radio based protocol (operating at

2.4Ghz). Every Network node has - in addition to the radio chip - a GPS module that could

perform up to 1Hz data acquisition. Acquired data is compressed trough a specially designed

protocol to minimize the bandwidth required to transfer data to the coordinator[5].

The coordinator is the central node of the network. In addition to a radio module, it has the

necessary computing power to perform real time computations of the data sent by the Geocubes.

The processed data is then saved to a local database and pushed to a distant server for backup.

In crisis time (post sismic, eruptive periods, ...) or in harsh environments, the set-up time of

a monitoring system must be as short as possible. And the sensors must be autonomous so no
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human intervention is needed to replace batteries, get the data or configure the sensors. The

power supply of monitoring sensors is the most important failure point that has to be studied

thoroughly before deployment. Generally in such environments there is no continuous electrical

power sources and the only alternative is solar energy. The power consumption of the Geocube

is about 500mW. A small 12V solar panel and a 7800mAh/7.4V backup battery were used to

supply each Geocube during the mission. A typical installation of a Geocube is shown in Figure

2. With this configuration the Geocube is supposed to work continuously, 24/7, during the initial

period of the survey (from July, 12th 2016 to Novembre, 15th 2016).

The Geocube is an integrated sensor: the GPS receiver, the GPS antenna, the radio chip and

the backup memory are packaged into a 106 x 98 x 31mm unit. This configuration simplifies

the field work as much as possible. Indeed, the traditional GPS receivers are more complicated

to deal with since there is multiple separated parts to manage (the receiver, the antenna, ...) and

this might increase the time needed to set-up a functional sensor.

Fig. 2. A typical installation of a Geocube
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B. Network architecture

In crisis time, an efficient monitoring system must allow secure remote control of the sensors

for configuration and adapt them to the monitored phenomena (change the acquisition frequency,

adjust on the phases of sleep to optimize energy consumption, ...). But also real-time delivery

of raw data and processing results. To answer this functional problem, we have conceived a

double-staged architecture based on:

• A 2.4Ghz radio mesh protocol that allows the Geocubes to centralize raw data in the

coordinator. If a Geocube is far from the coordinator and no direct radio connection is

possible, it can use the nearest Geocube as a relay to communicate with its endpoint.

• The coordinator processes the raw data received from the geocubes using the real-time

broadcasted ephemeris, stores the results on a local database and stores the raw data on

a local FTP server for further offline processing. As shown in Figure 3, the coordinator

is connected to a VPN (Virtual Private Network) through the internet. It was deployed

especially for this mission. Only authorized users can get connected to the other nodes of

the VPN. Through this architecture, the authorized users can act remotely and safely on the

coordinator and the Geocubes. The coordinator performs also a daily raw data and results

backup on remote servers provided by ENS and Kylia.

Fig. 3. The network architecture used in the survey to guaranty real-time data delivery and remote access to the sensors.

C. GPS processing method and algorithms

Once the raw data is received from all the Geocubes, a classical differential processing between

every node of the network and a fixed point is performed. This processing is done with G3GPS.
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This processing is based on an extended Kalman filter developed especially for slow movements

measurements [5]. The observations of the Kalman filter are the double-differences of the raw

L1C carrier phase measurements. The estimated parameters are the positions of each receiver,

velocities and a tropospheric bias: on small areas with low height difference between the receivers

the densities of dry gazes and water vapor are homogenous. Therefore the tropospheric delay

could be considered as a constant over the receivers network and completely eliminated with

the double differences. Nevertheless, in a volcanic context, or other environments where the

GPS receivers can be installed with hundred of meters of height difference from each others, the

density of those atmospheric components could no longer be neglected and the tropospheric delay

has to be estimated, even if the differential processing will eliminate the common mode between

the fixed receiver and the mobile ones and even if we use an a priori height-dependent model like

Saastomoinen, a stochastic approach based on estimating the unmodeled tropospheric bias has to

be performed in the Kalman filter. This algorithm is implemented into G3GPS: a GPS processing

software developed by IGN and maintained by IGN and Kylia. It was originally developed

to work only with Geocubes. Multiple developments were done to ensure the interoperability

with other receivers (a non-Geocube permanent receiver could be plugged to a G3GPS post-

processing).

It is also a stand-alone software that does not need internet connection to perform computa-

tions. G3GPS is the program used to perform real-time processing and post-processing in this

paper.

D. InSAR processing method and algorithms

StaMPS (Standford Method for Persistent Scatterers) is a method from the family of Persistent

Scatterer InSAR (PSI). Since [6] a large number of PSI methods were developed and used in

different cases [7]. StaMPS was widely used on volcanoes deformations monitoring since [8].

This method won’t be explained as the reader can find relevant literature explaining the principles

and the algorithms. A non-exhaustive bibliography is presented in [7]. In this paper we will focus

on applying StaMPS to measure the deformations of the eastern flank of Etna and figure out

how this method could be complementary to the Geocubes.

A Matlab software package [8] (called StaMPS, like the method) exists and supports ERS,

Envisat and ALOS data. When the last version of this package was released, the Sentinel-1A/B

satellites had not been already launched and no new version was released afterwise. As shown
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Fig. 4. Persistent Scatterer InSAR processing pipeline.

in Figure4, the SNAP software released by the ESA (European Space Agency) is used to pre-

process the Sentinel-1A/B data, computing the interferograms, formating the output to meet

StaMPS requirements. Then StaMPS is used to estimate the phase stability, select the persistent

scatterers and estimate the displacements.

On Etna, the first snowfields start appearing generally on early December. The snow cover

can lead to complete incoherence in SAR interferograms. As PSI methods are mainly based on

studying the phase stability over the time, we need to track the snow coverage on mount Etna to

choose the more appropriate images to maximize the coherence between the master image and

the slaves. The first approach could be the use of Sentinel-2 images to map the snow coverage

on the uppermost parts of Etna. This approach was quickly abandoned since we didn’t find

any image with low cloud coverage on Etna from December 2016 to April 2017. The pictures

published by the tourists and photographs that visited Etna on December 2016 and published on

social medias (principally Flickr c©) were very valuable to estimate and track the snow coverage

from December 2016 to April 2017 in our area of interest. Based on a visual analysis of the

social media images we choose the images listed on Table IV.
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Fig. 5. The Saint-Helens GNSS network used to check the accuracy and the precision of G3GPS.

III. LABORATORY AND VALIDATION TESTS

In this section we will go over a brief over-view of the tests that we performed before the

Etna deployment to validate the accuracy and the precision of the results obtained using G3GPS.

We used the raw data of: P690, P693, P695, P696, P697, P698. Those points are installed

on St Helens volcano in the USA like shown in Figure 5 and are published by UNAVCO-PBO

(Plate Boundary Observatory)[2]. The used raw data covers the period from August 1st, 2011 to

August, 31st, 2011. As those points are deployed on a volcano, with all the constraints (height

difference between receivers, etc.), they are forming a good network to measure the accuracy

and the precision of G3GPS.

We then compare the results obtained by G3GPS in post-processing with the coordinates

published by UNAVCO-PBO. Their solution uses a formal merging within a Kalman filter of two

independent, loosely constrained solutions: one is based on precise point positioning produced

with the GIPSY/OASIS software at Central Washington University and the other is a network

solution based on phase and range double-differencing produced with the GAMIT software at

New Mexico Institute of Mining and Technology[2]. As the published coordinates are on the

NAD83 datum epoch 2010.0, we used the speed of those stations in the same datum to compute

the coordinates in August 2011. All the coordinates are then transformed to a local reference

system, in order to be able to compare the results obtained from G3GPS (P698 as fixed point)

with the UNAVCO-PBO published coordinates. The accuracy and precision shown in table I

and figure 6 could also be obtained in a real-time processing as G3GPS only uses broadcasted

ephemeris and no other external source of informations
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Accuracy of G3GPS solutions

Station ∆E (mm) ∆N (mm) ∆U (mm) Ellips.h(m)

P697 3 3 1 1479

P696 3 3 4 1600

P695 1 6 7 2214

P693 5 2 3 2112

P690 5 3 7 2078
TABLE I

THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN G3GPS SOLUTION AND UNAVCO-PBO COORDINATES ON A TOPOCENTRIC REFERENCE

FRAME (EAST, NORTH, UP)

Fig. 6. This histogram shows the accuracy and the precision of the G3GPS solution for a baseline presenting a big height

difference between the fixed point P698 and the rover P697.

In a nutshell, through those tests we show that G3GPS processing software is capable of

reaching a millimetric accuracy even with big height difference between receivers.

IV. RESULTS

A. Data availability and quality check

The setup process started on July 12th, 2016 and ended on July 15th, 2016. During those three

days four Geocubes and the network infrastructure were deployed. The survey was intended for

three months (till November 15th, 2017). But with the success rate we obtained (all the sensors

worked), the mission partners decided to prolong the deployment until July, 10 2017. Finally,

The sensors remained throughout the year on the field with a power unit designed only for

three months. Since the deployment, no human intervention was made on the field, neither to
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Fig. 7. Data availability per Geocubes and the temperature chart from the nearest weather station (Catania Aeroport).

configure the sensors or to change the backup batteries. A real example is a photo taken by

the INGV-OE on April, 17 2017 after the February, 2017 eruptive epoch of mount Etna we can

observe a Geocube completely surrounded by a lava flow and volcanic bombs (fig. 11). The

network infrastructure that we presented previously allowed us to perform real-time processing

and remote data access. The raw data collected during the mission has sufficient quality to

perform differential carrier phase processing (fig. 8).

The standard 25mm ceramic patch GPS antenna used on the Geocube is particularly sensitive to

multi-paths. This well-known effect results from the reflection of the GPS wave on surrounding

environment’s surfaces. On the time series, the multipath appears as a repetitive pattern and

can change if a new element appears on the surroundings of the receiver (e.i. the lava flow

near the Geocube) or by weather phenomenas like rain or snow that changes the reflectance

of the surfaces. In all cases, the multi-path pattern changes due to slow variations on the

environment’s morphology or reflectance could be attenuated using a 23h56min rolling mean

(the GPS constellation period).

B. Building a local frame

Since the four Geocubes are on areas to monitor, we will use a permanent station (EINT,

Figure 1) as a fixed point for our network. As G3GPS performs a differential processing, we

will first study the stability of EINT by using GIPSY software in PPP (Precise Point Positioning).

All time series are corrected for the local velocity inferred at EINT for 2010-2016 period,

i.e. vE = 28 mm/yr and vN = 10 mm/yr in the ITRF2008. the RMS (Root Mean Square) is
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Fig. 8. The SNR histogram of KYLIA-64.

Fig. 9. The acceleration remarked on the N component of EINT using GIPSY (PPP), is also remarked on a differential processing

between the Geocube KYLIA-64 (fixed) and KYLIA-61 (rover) usign G3GPS.

3.9 and 5.6 mm in east and north respectively. The RMS in the north component is larger,

probably because it is the radial direction of the volcano. When we remove to this local velocity

the ITRF2008 velocity of central Sicily, vE = 21 mm/yr and vN = 19 mm/yr [9]. The residual

velocity is vrelE = 7 mm/yr, vrelN = -9 mm/yr. In other words the time series suggests a long-

term movement of EINT (at the scale of ten years data set) at an average velocity of 11.5 mm/yr
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Fig. 10. 2016-2017 EINT time series after the removal of the central Sicily velocity and the removal of a long term drift of

11.5 mm/yr in the N142E azimuth that minimizes the east and north time series respectively.

in the azimuth N142E (i.e. towards southeast), plus two small episodic fluctuations in May 2016

and April 2017 (Fig. 10). The local drift is consistent with the fact that EINT would be within

the south-east rift zone area, thus affected by a drift towards south-east.

Fig. 10 shows that, EINT is almost stable vertically from July 2016 to July 2017, during

the operating period of the Geocubes. The east component of the coordinate is flat. The north

component shows two events: the first one starts abruptly on May 17th, 2016 and culminates on

June 2nd, 2016, before the installation of the Geocubes. The second one starts around March 8th,

2017 and ends around April 22nd, 2017. During that 45-days-period the point moves by 13mm

towards north, while the rest of the time it moves at 20mm/yr towards south, both before and

after this 45-days-period. Those velocities are large compared to the long-term drifting velocities

and are not expected to be steady over long periods of time. They might well be connected with

the shallow activity of the volcano. No vertical change and no change in the east component are

observed from March 8th, to April 22nd, 2017.

At this stage we cannot also exclude the existence of a yearly seasonal component of defor-

mation at EINT, as it is observed in many GPS stations, that possibly causes the local stability

of the benchmark and seasonal effects in the data processing itself.

The 2016-2017 period was almost optimal for the Geocubes because the global deformation

of the volcano was very small but not zero as shown by the time series of the surrounding INGV-

OE permanent GPS stations. The small and strange change recorded at EINT from mid-March

to mid-April 2017 might be an artefact affecting those stations or might be a real geophysical
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signal.

EINT is the station closest to the Geocubes but its time series is not linear. If EINT is used

as a reference point for the processing of the Geocubes array and further analysis, this temporal

behaviour of EINT will have to be corrected so as to represent the temporal evolution of the

Geocubes in the EINT reference frame as it has been defined above.

C. Geocubes time series

The differential processing performed between EINT and the other Geocubes shows some

interesting signals that we review in the next paragraphs before going further in the analysis.

The movements described bellow are in the EINT reference frame. We use G3GPS in the post-

processing mode as EINT raw data is not available in real-time.

1) On the east component: Figure 12 shows that no movement is noticed on the Geocube

network between July 12th, 2016 and August 20th 2016. Multiple cuts on the time series of the

KYLIA-64 are noticed. This is due to a misconfiguration of this Geocube, but it was reconfigured

thanks to the network architecture that guaranties remote access to the sensors. This stable episode

ends on August 20th, 2016 with a high frequency, 5mm amplitude signal. Afterwise the KYLIA-

60 (at Torre del Filosofo) began a uniform movement with a velocity of 12mm/yr till the end.

In March, 15 2017 an acceleration in noticed on KYLIA-61 and KYLIA-64, in ends on April

22nd, 2017. This movement occurred in the same time as the one noticed on the time series of

EINT in PPP.

2) On the north component: The KYLIA-61, KYLIA-62 and KYLIA-64 receivers are stable

over 2016 with respectively on the north component: 1mm/yr,2mm/yr and 1mm/yr. The

KYLIA-60 moves by 20mm/yr on the west. In 2017 a new movement of 2mm on KYLIA-64

and 6mm on KYLIA-61 occurs. The event, that we discussed previously, on the north component

of EINT, that starts on March 8th, 2018 and ends on April 22nd, 2018. Is not a seasonal effect

neither a local benchmark movement of the station as we observe the same event by performing

a differential processing between the Geocubes KYLIA-64 (fixed) and KYLIA-61 (rover) using

G3GPS as shown in Figure 9. We emphasize here that the Geocubes have been used to raise

the doubt about an event observed on a permanent GNSS receiver.

3) On the vertical (U) component: KYLIA-62 is almost stable during 2016. KYLIA-60/61/64

show a high frequency signal between August 22nd, 2016 and September 1st, 2016. During this

week KYLIA-60 and KYLIA-61 move by 5mm, and KYLIA-64 stays stable after the event.
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Fig. 11. the E component of the Geocubes

Fig. 12. the E component of the Geocubes

All the Geocubes stay stable from September 1st, until October 10th, 2016. Where a new high-

frequency signal is noticed on KYLIA-60/61/62. After this event, KYLIA-60 and KYLIA-61

start a 120mm/yr subsidence movement until the end. KYLIA-60 shows a remarkable alternative

regime on the vertical component as shown in Figure 15.

D. StaMPS time series:

KYLIA-60/60/63 shows some interesting events and trends between July 2016 and July 2017

as shown previously. Using the StaMPS , we will try to figure out if those movements and

trends are real and are not only local movements of the benchmark or the rock carrying out the

benchmark. In other words, this will allow us to validate the results found using the Geocubes

with an InSAR technique (and vice versa: validate the results obtained using Sentinel-1A/B

images with the Geocubes time series). As with InSAR we get a global view of the displacements
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Fig. 13. the N component of the Geocubes

Fig. 14. the U component of the Geocubes

of the volcano, we will try to find out if the events that we observed on the times series of the

Geocubes are presents somewhere else on the eastern flank of Etna.

We applied StaMPS to images acquired by Sentinel-1A and Sentinel-1B satellites over the

eastern flank of Etna volcano between July 2016 and December 2016. We processed 19 ascending

track images giving 18 interferograms. With July 5th, 2016 as the master image. We used a DEM

Fig. 15. An alternative regime on the U component of KYLIA-60.
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Name Longitude Latitude height

KYLIA-60 15.00070 37.0007094 2962

KYLIA-61 15.0002695 37.729597 2803

KYLIA-62 15.00415 37.71864 2643

KYLIA-64 15.01042 37.7291 2705

EINT 14.99795 37.7195 2548
TABLE II

THE GEOCUBES POSITIONS

Parameter Value

DEM SRTM 3-arc second

Maximum DEM error 10 m

Band-pass phase filter grid cell size 40 m

Band-pass phase filter grid size 64 x 64

Band-pass phase filter low-pass cutoff 800 m

Band-pass phase filter α 1

Band-pass phase filter β 0.3

Acceptable fraction of false positive PS pixels 1%

Partial PS pixels rejected? no

Spatially correlated filtering time window 180

Unwrapping algorithm stepwise 3-D

Unwrapping grid cell size 100m

Unwrapping Gaussian width 8ε
TABLE III

THE STAMPS PROCESSING PARAMETERS

determined by the Shuttle Radar Topography Mission (SRTM), with a posting of 3 seconds of

arc. The specific parameters we used in the processing are detailed in Table III.

The time series presented on Figures [17,18,19,20] reveal that the end-to-end millimeter

displacements observed by the Geocubes (GPS) are also observed by applying the StaMPS

method (InSAR) on Sentinel-1A/B images. By taking a deep look into the time series, the 5mm

subsidence occurred on the first week of September 2016 is also visible on the InSAR time series.

Using the StaMPS time series we observe the same subsidence movement on the eastern flank

of the NSEC (New South East Crater) but with an amplitude of 30mm. The 5mm movement

observed on the Geocubes could be an effect of to the 30mm subsidence movement observed

near the NSEC. The total displacements map presented in Figure 21 gives a more global view
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Fig. 16. The footprint of the SLC (Sigle look Complex) SAR images used in the processing with the chosen sub-swath.

Fig. 17. KYLIA-60 GPS ENU coordinates reprojected on the LOS of the radar satellite.

of the displacement rates, and shows that the area located on the east of the uppermost craters

undergoes the largest displacement rate (124mm/yr). The alternative regime observed on the

Geocube KYLIA-60 (fig. 15) is also observed in StaMPS time series like shown in Figure 17.

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

Using a wireless network of low-cost, L1-only, GPS receivers (Geocubes), we built a real-time,

millimeter accuracy monitoring system suitable for harsh and risky environments, and quickly

deployable in crisis time. We conducted a survey on the south eastern flank of mount Etna to

study the deformations that occurred between July 12th, 2016 and July 10th, 2017 in our area of

interest. The Geocube time series show that a first event is detected on the last week of August

Fig. 18. KYLIA-61 GPS ENU coordinates reprojected on the LOS of the radar satellite.
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Fig. 19. KYLIA-62 GPS ENU coordinates reprojected on the LOS of the radar satellite.

Fig. 20. KYLIA-64 GPS ENU coordinates reprojected on the LOS of the radar satellite.

Fig. 21. Displacements map with the locations of the Geocubes and the NSEC. EINT used as reference pixel.
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Orbit Date Sensor B⊥[m]

12016 2016-07-05 Sentinel-1A 0

12191 2016-07-17 Sentinel-1A 20

12366 2016-07-29 Sentinel-1A -32

12541 2016-08-10 Sentinel-1A -29

12761 2016-08-22 Sentinel-1A -56

12891 2016-09-03 Sentinel-1A 86

13066 2016-09-15 Sentinel-1A 37

13241 2016-09-27 Sentinel-1A -24

2345 2016-10-03 Sentinel-1B 21

13416 2016-10-09 Sentinel-1A -95

2520 2016-10-15 Sentinel-1B 30

13591 2016-10-21 Sentinel-1A -88

2695 2016-10-27 Sentinel-1B -28

13766 2016-11-02 Sentinel-1A -17

2870 2016-11-08 Sentinel-1B -112

13941 2016-11-14 Sentinel-1A 6

3045 2016-11-20 Sentinel-1B -83

14116 2016-11-26 Sentinel-1A -27

3220 2016-12-02 Sentinel-1B -46
TABLE IV

THE USED SENTINEL-1A/B USED IMAGES, IN THE ASCENDING ORBIT AND THE PERPENDICULAR BASELINES BETWEEN THE

ORBITSβ⊥

2016. Afterwise, a 5mm subsidence movement is then noticed on all the Geocubes. KYLIA-60

(Torre del Filosofo) shows the highest displacement rate (60mm/yr on the vertical component,

20mm/yr on the east and 20mm/yr on the north). The second particular event was observed

on KYLIA-64 and KYLIA-61 and shows an acceleration on all the component from March 8th,

2017 to April 22nd, 2017. This acceleration was also noticed using only Geocubes without the

EINT permanent station.

Those events were confirmed by applying the StaMPS method on the Sentinel-1A/B SAR

satellites. The time series obtained using SAR satellites were compared to those obtained using

the GPS. The end-to-end displacements are the same. Also, as with the InSAR we have a more

global view on the deformations. We demonstrated that InSAR can be used to determine the

most appropriate and active areas to deploy a set of GPS receivers.

As no image of Sentinel-2 with low cloud coverage is available in this period, the pictures
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taken by the tourists and the photographers who visited the uppermost parts of Etna between

November 2016 and April 2017 were very valuable to estimate the snow coverage of our area

of interest and to choose the appropriate Sentinel-1A/B images to include in our StaMPS stack.

Through this paper we demonstrated that the Geocubes could be used as a standalone moni-

toring system and also as a monitoring system complementary to the existing one. The Geocubes

can operate near the craters: as the sensors are ten times less expensive than the dual-frequency

commercial grade receivers, we can tolerate the loss of some sensors during volcanic events.

We built a dense network of normalized benchmark that could be used in a future work,

either to reinstall a real-time permanent monitoring system or to perform routine surveys. The

coordinates of the created points are published in this paper.

At this stage of analysis we demonstrated through a real use case how the GPS and InSAR

could be used together to bring a much more complete and accurate view of the displacements

on volcanoes. The data collected and processed during this survey is a contribution to understand

how the eastern flank of Etna moves between July 2016 and July 2017. The work has to be

done now to explain the geophysical origins of the observed events.
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